2017 MANITOBA SMALL CENTRE FACE-TO-FACE GATHERING
September 19 & 20, 2017

Days Inn and Conference Centre, Winkler MB

LEGACY DOCUMENT
A Legacy document is a document that paves the way for the standards or processes that will
follow. A similar document was created after our last gathering in September 2016 and the
information therein provided direction for this 2017 gathering. This document also takes into
account previous Manitoba Small Centre Gatherings and the 2017 IRCC PNT Small Centre
Learning Event. It is our hope that this document will provide concrete direction for the next
gathering in 2018.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
At the outset of this document, it is important to express gratitude to those that we involved in
the planning and the actual day of the gathering.
Any event is only as successful as the energy and commitment to the process that the planning
group demonstrates. The planning committee for the 2017 Manitoba Small Centre Gathering
event was exemplary in this regard. They deserve praise for their dedication in making this
event relevant, interactive and rich in its’ content. The advisory committee consisted of
Settlement Staff from five (5) different regions of Manitoba and several MANSO Staff.
While the planning and dreaming of this Gathering was left to the Advisory Committee, the
‘boots on the ground’ for this Gathering was our host Regional Connections. They were amazing
in establishing the venue and the operational procedures to make the whole event a success.
Kudos to Laurie, Adele and the rest of the crew for the ‘extra mile’ they always seem to go to
pull it all together.
Also, we want to say thank you to all MANSO Staff who played a significant part in planning the
Gathering and presenting on relevant topics during the event. Their encouragement, support of
our event, their willingness to pitch in and help wherever they can, is simply hard to measure.
Every member of the MANSO team had input and involvement in some way in this event. They
truly represent the Settlement Sector in a professional and caring manner and we thank them
for being our support.
It is important to acknowledge the funding of the
2017 Manitoba Small Centre Face-to-Face
Gathering by Immigrations, Refugees and
Citizenship Canada (IRCC.) Without their funding of
the Gathering and the transportation costs of all
Service Providers Organizations (SPOs) to attend
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the conference, this event would not have been possible. Along with their funding of event, it is
important to recognize that several IRCC staff took time to attend the Manitoba
Gathering. All the SPOs individually and collectively as a Gathering express their gratitude for
IRCC funding this event.
Finally, a special thank you should go to Don Boddy, the newly appointed MANSO Regional
Coordinator for small centres. His passion and dedication for the Settlement Services sector is
well known. His efforts provided the glue that tied everything together. Thank you, Don, for
being a sticky as you were.
HISTORICAL INFLUENCES
Since the repatriation of the settlement sector by IRCC, there have been small centre gatherings
each year. In 2014, there was a small centre gathering that mostly included SPOs and staff from
western Manitoba and was hosted by Westman Immigrant Services (WIS). In 2015, WIS again
hosted another small centre professional development day.
However, the 2016 event held in Portage la Prairie took a significant step in forward. For the
first time, there were representatives from our IRCC, MANSO, and the provincial government
attending. Feedback from the 2016 gathering participants influenced the shape of the 2017
gathering.
The following factors were incorporated into the planning process.
1) It was clear that the Networking event held the evening prior to the gathering was
highly successful in 2016 so participants wanted this repeated if possible. We did
incorporate many of the aspects from the 2016 event at the 2017 event.
2) The information sharing between small centres that occurred at the 2016 event was a
central theme and well received by the participants. Going forward the responses were
that future similar events should include more program based, practical information and
that including breakout sessions would be of value. Such sessions would allow for a
wider range of topics to be addressed and for participants to choose the ones they felt
would be of most relevance to them at the time.
This recommendation was incorporated into the format of the 2017 gathering.
3) Representatives from IRCC were able to attend the 2016 event and it generated some
very welcome results. From anecdotal feedback, we learned the following:
a. IRCC saw at first hand the dedication, drive and experience of the small centre
SPOs
b. IRCC recognized that good work was being done by the small centres and that
the small centres had much to offer towards integration of newcomers in rural
areas
IRCC clearly understood that both Urban and Small Centres focused on the same
result: settlement and integration. There are significant differences there were
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different ways they did business based on the client demographic, the reason
newcomers came to certain areas, and the differing geography. In addition,
community supports and programming (i.e. community resources, public
transportation, etc.) or lack thereof, greatly affected how small centres achieved
their desired outcomes. It was also apparent to IRCC that Small Centres rely
strongly upon community networking to achieve their results.
c. The 2016 event identified a need for some way to facilitate enhanced
connectivity among the small centres in the province and as a result, IRCC
provided funding to MANSO to hire a Regional Coordinator who is currently in
place and operating at full steam. This position was also replicated by IRCC in
Saskatchewan and Alberta who now have their own Regional Coordinators. Our
Regional Coordinator was a key component in the planning and resulting success
of our 2017 Gathering.
d. At 2016 event, IRCC spoke directly to the changing environment in the
Settlement Sector and encouraged us small centres ‘tell our stories better’.
4) The participant responses from the 2016 event had a definite influence on the structure,
format and content of the 2017 Manitoba Gathering. The 2017 Gathering Advisory
Committee incorporated these responses into their planning. These included but are
not limited to:
a. Small Centre gatherings will be held yearly and hosted throughout rural
Manitoba by a different small centre every year.
b. The gathering agenda and format be driven by Small Centres.
c. Participation will be requested from partners such as IRCC, MANSO and the
province
d. All gatherings will involve networking, information sharing and practical,
educational workshops dealing with issues that directly affect Small Centres and
the way they do business
e. Presenters, where possible should come within our own body of professionals
where relevant.
Another significant factor in the development of the 2017 Manitoba Small Centre Face to Face
Gathering was the IRCC Prairie-Northern Territories (PNT) Small Centre Learning Event. It was
held in Brandon, Manitoba, and small centres from Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba
gathered to network, collaborate and learn together. The five (5) lessons learned and/or key
messages coming out of this event were:
1) While Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan Small Centre are part of the same region
(PNT), there are significant difference in provincial structure, regionalization,
programming and funding.
2) The sharing of promising practices and learning from each other across the region is
essential for all SPOs to move forward and grow together
3) Small centres need to do a better of ‘telling their stories” and asking IRCC (and other
funders) for appropriate funding to do their jobs well.
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4) Small Centres have the opportunity to contribute to the next IRCC Call For Proposals
(CFP) process now. If they do not participate in the process from their level, it will come
from a “top-down” manner.
5) The importance of understanding outcomes and outputs and how to communicate
them effectively is essential to small centre SPO growth and effectiveness.
2017 GATHERING STRUCTURE
This 2017 Manitoba Small Centre Face-to-Face Gathering was built upon feedback and lessons
learned from previous events. The Advisory Committee considered all previous Gathering and
Learning Events knowledge gained. The following were the building blocks for the agenda, but
they are outlined in no priority ranking:
1) That the event remains a small centre event, planned and implemented by the small
centre sector SPOs
2) That the content be driven by needs identified by the small centres in Manitoba
3) That the format reflects the lessons learned from all previous gatherings and learning
events
4) To take advantage of the opportunity to ‘tell our stories better’
5) To ensure that there is always a commitment to networking opportunities during the
event
6) That the format not be simply presentation based. There must be a component that
encourages active engagement and participation with the participants attending
7) To invite participation and feedback from IRCC PNT Staff
8) To invite local Provincial Government representatives to participate
9) That small centres and MANSO participate in planning the event
10) To always keep in mind the people who we are providing services to and that our
actions are conducted in a respectful and meaningful manner that remains responsive
to cultural diversity and true to our principles of integration
11) At every moment, all SPOs and staff attending are always teachers and learners

The resulting agenda was hopefully a reflection of the foundation outlined above. The
following were the basic components of the 2017 event agenda:
1) Host SPO – Regional Connections Tour – September 19, 2017 - In the afternoon prior to
the evening activity, any who wished were invited to attend the host SPO for a tour and
a casual discussion of programming, etc. This was a new addition to our event format
and was well received.
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2) Meet and Greet – September 19, 2017 - An evening
activity of networking opportunities was held prior to
the official gathering agenda to follow the next day.
This had been a highly successful event in 2016, was
recommended to continue so and was replicated again
this year. It is apparent that this is a highly valued
experience by all who attended and should be
continued going forward
3) The Learning Day – September 20, 2017 - Agenda for
the Day
a. Welcome Comments and Ice Breaker – There
were expressions of welcome from the
following:
i. Ms. Connie Jonasson – IRCC PNT Small Centre Manager
ii. The Honorable Cameron Friesen – Manitoba Minister of Finance and local
MLA
iii. Vicki Sinclair – MANSO Executive Director
iv. Laurie Sawatzky – Executive Director, Region Connections and Host SPO
An Ice Breaker that based on knowledge of rural Manitoba activity to start the
‘participation juices’ flowing.
b. Morning Presentation - The topic was on Outputs/Metrics (i.e. the services and
actions that SPOs provide to clients) and Outcomes (what changes had occurred
because of the Outputs that facilitated integration for our clients). This agenda
portion commenced with a brief information presentation which quickly evolved
in to group discussions responding to focus questions on Outputs and Outcomes.
Everyone attending the event participated and the table groupings had been
strategically designed so that different SPOs had the opportunity to engage with
new or distant contacts.
c. Lunch and Newcomer Presenters - A well-received lunch was provided and the
host SPO had arranged for two of their newcomers to entertain and speak about
their journeys in integration to Canada. They we emotive, engaging, heartfelt
and inspiring. This component was an important part of this event.
d. Funding Presentation – There was a presentation on funding opportunities in
Manitoba and teaching about how to best write a funding proposal
e. Three Breakout Sessions – There were three (3) breakout sessions on the
following topics:
i. EAL Programming and Conversation Circles in rural Manitoba
ii. Targeted (i.e. age, gender, sexuality, culture groups, etc.) Programming
iii. Appropriate Language and Myth-Busting
f. Nutrition Break
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g. Moving Forward Discussion – There was facilitated discussion on the following
topics:
i. What did I as a person gain from today?
ii. How is my SPO going to move forward?
h. Concluding Comments/Wrap-Up: There were
comments that summarized the day and wished a
farewell and safe travels from:
i. Connie Jonasson – IRCC PNT Small Centre
Manager
ii. Vicki Sinclair – MANSO Executive Director
iii. Laurie Sawatzky – Regional Connections
Executive Director
iv. Don Boddy – MANSO Regional Coordinator
SURVEY RESULTS
As with any event of this nature is it important to solicit feedback from the participants in as
timely a manner as possible. A survey was generated by the Advisory Committee and the
results insightful as to the overwhelming success and importance of the Gathering. Eleven
questions were asked and more than seventy-three percent (73%) of attendees responded to
the survey. This summary reflects the entirety of all eleven (11) questions, survey responses
and quotes from the survey. (The survey question will be in bold print, and the response is in
bold and italics.)
Q1: the information about participating in the conference matched the reality I experienced
onsite. 74% strongly agreed with this statement; 26% agreed. (100% strongly agreed or
agreed)
Comments from survey:







Waves of relief coming back to our job with more contacts and resources. Fantastic.
Very practical
Enjoyed conference more than I thought I would
Would be great to receive detailed agenda in advance
Most accurate and informative conference to date
Way the meeting was organized; the variety of sessions was engaging and effective
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Q2: I have a clearer understanding of
‘outputs’ and ‘outcomes’, how they
affect the work that I do today and how I
prepare for the next IRCC CFP (2019/20).
56% strongly agreed with this statement;
41% agreed; 3% not sure. (97% strongly
agreed or agreed)
Comments from survey:





Liked the image of the seeds

growing into a sunflower
Yes, I will make sure I am able to show specific measurables and outcomes to back up
my next CFP
I have a clearer understanding of outputs and outcomes and how they affect my work
This was brilliant. I liked how the scenario questions followed up with this exercise to
identify how to think through all aspects of job related details

Q3: I found the Diversified Funding Presentation to be informative and helpful. 58% strongly
agreed with this statement; 42% agreed. (100% strongly agreed or agreed)
Comments from survey:





Great idea
Loved the handout with wording suggestions
This was great. Surprising how many options to investigate. Still a challenge to find
time to research, apply for, do follow up reports required with limited time in the day.
I think as a sector we need to be more active in this area. Over-reliance on IRCC is a
precarious way to operate.

Q4: I attended the following Breakout Session:




Targeted/Specific Programming
EAL Models of Delivery & Promising Practices in Rural Manitoba
Myth-busting & the Importance of Appropriate language

29%
35%
35%

This represented almost an even split between the three sessions. The following comments were
not identified by Breakout Session.
Comments from survey:


Found information very helpful; felt better prepared to address comments and concerns
when providing presentations and interacting with community
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Session helpful to give insight into
what other service providers are
doing in their communities; helped
identify gaps in programming &
possible ways to address those
needs
Enjoyed opportunity for multiple
organizations to share their
programming model; with the
format used we were able to follow
up
for
further
information
afterwards
The tool-kit is a wonderful resource
Session was very informative with a lot of facts & amazing booklet
More energy could have been spent on intervention. Time spent on identifying the
myths, but more time spent on prevention and intervention would have been helpful
This was not what we were expecting. Felt like it was to show you how to set up
programming; we were looking for successful ideas on what others have done to meet
needs of youth, men, seniors, etc. in our communities.
Excellent forum for sharing best practices and getting inspired by others.

Q5: The Breakout Session I attended was informative and helpful. 50% strongly agreed with
this statement; 38% agreed; 9% not sure; 3% disagreed. (88% strongly agreed or agreed)
Comments from the survey:





In hindsight, I should have chosen a breakout session more applicable to my position; the
ideas and suggestions brought to the table were very informative and creative
Loved learning about the myths that refugees are confronted with. I enjoyed the quiz.
The session was worthwhile and helpful
Too much time spent on introductions, felt disorganized and was not clearly thought out
about how to proceed

Q6: The venue, accommodations and food were satisfactory. 76% strongly agreed with his
statement; 24% agreed. (100% agreed)
Comments from the survey:
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Very satisfactory
Overall venue was good
Excellent venue, very clean
facilities, friendly service,
good food.
Annoyed
pool
under
construction
but
not
organizers fault
Food outstanding except for
lunch pasta dish

Q7: Reflecting on the entire event, the opportunity to build my network and connect with
current and new friends was valuable. 76% strongly agreed with this statement; 24% agreed.
(100% strongly agreed or agreed)
Comments from the survey:









Making personal connection with other regional SPOs so important to small offices. Often
rely on each other for advice/information and face to face meeting is very important to
build that relationship.
Able to share with many people and learn from others. Everyone very outgoing and
friendly
Yes, I can do my work more efficiently with better answers and results for serving clients.
Met a lot of new settlement workers from the region
Nice group; not too large which made networking easier
Tuesday evening network event was fantastic. Highly recommend that it precede all
future events
Provided excellent and necessary forum for engaging colleagues and laying groundwork
for how to respond to IRCC’s need for better tracking of outcomes – particularly longterm outcomes

Q8: Reflecting on entire event, Promising & Best Practices were shared and discussed with
regards to Settlement, EAL/LINC, and RAP/Refugees in Rural Manitoba. 56% strongly agreed
with this statement; 35% agreed; 9% not sure. (91% strongly agreed or agreed)
Comments from the survey:




Sharing ideas is the best for forming best practices
Around my table there was not a lot of this done; but could pick up some based-on other’s
discussions
Shared and gained insight on numerous aspects of settlement & language with colleagues
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Q9: The 2017 Manitoba Rural Gathering offers a unique experience that is essential to small
centre service providers in Manitoba. 91% strongly agreed with this statement; 9% agreed.
(100% strongly agreed or agreed)
Comments from the survey:













Rural offices coming together incredibly valuable
Opportunity to get together with SPOs who work in rural/regional offices so important
We do business definitely different from urban centres. Meeting as small centres allows
us to focus directly on issues relevant to rural issues
Important element is to host the gathering in different small centres in Manitoba. Can
see first-hand what successes and challenges
Have different obstacles/challenges to Urban centres
Have small offices, sometimes only 1 or 2 people. Sometimes this isolation is difficult to
manage when working as a solo worker. This event allows for face to face connections
with colleagues resulting in being easier to pick up phone for advice; a rapport has already
be formed at these events
Totally agree. We draw strength from each other. Support for each other is really visible
Most definitely is most effective use of time and dollars. Think focus would get lost if
event was combined with a major Urban centre conference
Absolutely! Our circumstances and offices
deal with multiple layers of services and
needs unique to small centres. Is extremely
valuable to hear how others cope and find
solutions to similar challenges as well as
share successes.
Much needed opportunity to explore what
we are all doing; re-affirms that we have
common interests and a common voice on
most of the sector issues

Q10: What is the key thought or action you will take away from this event? 27 out of the 34
returned surveys responded to this question.
Comments from the survey:





Feel inspired
The smaller small centres require support from the larger small centres in Rural Manitoba.
Good opportunity to make connections to communities that have been lost in the few
years
Together we are strong
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There a wealth of knowledge & experience at this gathering by sharing it, we can maintain
strong sector that addresses the needs of regional clients.
Offers a valuable opportunity to build expertise & support good work in the community
Involve my clients more with events, allow opportunity to give backis of utmost
importance for small centres in Manitoba to meet annually
Manitoba small centre sector getting stronger, in large part through these meetings and
networking opportunities
We are a vibrant and exciting service sector making stronger connections between
organizations and settlement staff
Discovering more ways to serve our clients for best outcomes
Ideas for other funding sources
We have each other to call on in the sector
Ng that there are other settlement programs that I can contact. Diversified funding
session very interesting
Networking with people incredibly valuable, and will unquestionably improve my service
delivery
The importance of working together in the sector
The need to provide new programs; to continually check why newcomers are not
returning to EAL or programs; to look for who we are missing at the table
Togetherness
Just being better equipped to do my job and better serving clients’ needs. My events can
be better programmed
Collective wisdom! (as per Richard) Was great to see the enthusiasm and passion of the
settlement workers. Together we can do things better
Commitment
To put the ideas after conference in life. To work with the tools I have, because there will
always be thing I don’t have
Solidarity in working & hearing
from others about how much
they have to work outside office
hours with clients
Keep working on tracking
outcomes; work at maintaining
the relationships fostered by
this event
Settlement work is critical for
integration
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Q11: Overall the conference was an excellent learning experience. 82% strongly agreed with
this statement; 18% agreed. (100% strongly agreed or agreed)
Comments from the survey:

Absolutely fantastic. The tour of the Winkler Settlement Services
office was very beneficial for me. I learned a lot and took away
information that I can use to better assist my clients

Enjoyed the interactive discussions & felt it provided the
opportunity to ask questions & learned from others

Verbal feedback at the event extremely positive. Left impression
that attendees felt heard, were engaged, and left the event with new
connections that will contribute to development of community of
practice

Well run, informative, engaging and relevant event

A great ‘discussion’ sort of conference where we weren’t just
being ‘spoken’ at. Also got to participate in the dialogue which made o
much better and not ‘boring’ at all. All conferences should be run in this
educational and participatory manner. Thank you.

100% agree
LESSONS LEARNED:
In summarizing observations during an event, anecdotal comments and solicited feedback such
as surveys, the following questions are typically asked:
1) Were there any common themes apparent?
2) Functionally what worked and what didn’t?
3) Did the event satisfactorily meet the intent of the event, ‘A summary of lessons learned’
Based on the information, what answers to the aforementioned questions are reflected in the
feedback?
1) The feedback from the Gathering suggested several themes in content:
a. Networking was a key component identified by the responses. Having the
opportunity to physically connect with colleagues in the field clearly played an
important and vital component of the event. The evening ‘networking’ activity
prior to the gathering day was highly valued by participants.
b. A sense of collectiveness was expressed indicated by comments such as; ‘we are
stronger together’; a wealth of knowledge and experience’ being ‘shared’; ‘the
importance of working together as a sector’ to quote a few.
c. There was a definite feeling that small centres ‘do business definitely different
from urban centres… allows us to focus directly on issues relevant to rural
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issues’; ‘have different obstacles/challenges to Urban centres’. ‘Think focus
would be lost if event was combined with a major Urban centre conference’.
d. The event was praised for being interactive and engaging. Allowing an
opportunity for everyone attending to participate in discussions “a great
discussion sort of conference where we weren’t just being ‘spoken’ at. Also got
to participate in the dialogue which made it much better and not boring at all.’
This clearly was identified as a major component of the gathering agenda.
2) What worked and what didn’t?
a. The plenary and breakout format worked well
b. The interactive and participatory aspect of the
agenda worked well also. Avoiding a strictly
presentation format was a key approach
c. Having specific topics relevant to the day to day
operations of Settlement Services was very much
appreciated by the participants
d. Having summary sessions at different points were
considered very helpful
e. The attendance and participation of IRCC staff and
MANSO staff was valued and desirable
f. The networking event prior to the gathering again
was very successful and valued by participants.
Also valued were the networking opportunities
that were available during the day of the
gathering
g. Ensuring that the venue is suitable, and that the
food and service is good
h. Having a client sharing session during lunch was very well received
i. We should have provided more information regarding the breakout sessions so
that participants could make a more informed choice
3) Did the event satisfactorily meet the intent of the event?
a. Based on the spirit in the room, anecdotal feedback throughout the day and
feedback during monthly MANSO Regional Conference Calls, informal
conversations, and survey results: The 2017 Manitoba Small Center Face-to-Face
Gathering was a huge success in terms of networking, skills and knowledge
learned, and desired outcomes.
4) In summary, the overall perception of the 2017 Manitoba Gathering was strongly
positive. Participants felt it was engaging, interactive, relevant and focused on real
issues and concerns identified by the small centre collective. The presenters were
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individuals within the field and the event facilitated a vibrant networking process.
Inclusion of our partners, IRCC and MANSO, in the event is valued. There is a clear
message that this event is extremely important to our service sector, that is should
remain a small centre event and not be amalgamated with an Urban event, and that it
be a yearly event hosted by different small centres each year.
GOING FORWARD
1) Going forward how would these results influence future similar events?
a. Keep the networking event prior to the gathering with further networking
opportunities during the actual gathering
b. Keep the tour of the host agency if possible
c. Keep to the agenda format of the 2017 gathering including plenary sessions;
breakout sessions; topics relevant to settlement services; presentations by
colleagues working in the small centre field; and keep the summary components
d. Keep the topics specific and relevant to current issues with a focus on small
centres
e. Keep the client sharing during lunch
f. Keep inviting the IRCC and MANSO partners to participate
g. Start planning for the next gathering early

ACTIONS:
1) Start the planning process:
a. Identify a planning committee as soon as possible
Start planning the agenda early based on topics identified from the small centre collective. It is
recommended that you use the 2017 agenda format for the next

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

a. event and re-evaluate to see if that format continues to meet the event
objectives
b. Identify a small centre host as soon as possible
Negotiate the funding for the event as soon as possible
Confirm the expense reimbursement procedure early in the planning process
Negotiate to establish this as an ongoing event sanctioned and supported by IRCC
Establish a solid line of communication throughout the year between events so that the
collective is informed and can provide feedback when solicited
Utilize the position of Regional coordinator as the connecting link between all the
players and to facilitate the planning
Ensure that there is an online survey component
Prepare a legacy document to move forward
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KEY RECOMMENDATION
That due to the uniqueness of the Manitoba Small Centre structure, the importance of small
centre settlement and integration, and the overall success of previous Gatherings, the
Advisory Committee recommends: That the 2018 Manitoba Small Centre Face-to-Face
Gathering be funded by IRCC as part of its Annual Contribution Agreement to continue
annually until at least the next IRCC CFP process.

(This Legacy document was authored by Don Walmsley assistance from Advisory Committee November 2017)
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